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About This Game

Store Manager Cellular Edition will be the most comprehensive and accurate retail store simulator ever created. As an ex- store,
sales, and district manager in the cellular world myself, as well as being best friends with a current store manager, I feel I am

right at home when making this game.

This game incorporates all the actions a store manager has to do. Find employees by searching through resumes. Each resume is
randomly generated with names, old jobs, education and more. Each one of these individually affects that employee's "ability
skill". That skill is much needed in many situations. If a customer comes in knowing what phone they want and you have it in
stock, a salesman with a higher ability will be able to sell them on the accessories they need, driving up the profits on that sale.
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If you don't have a phone in inventory, a higher ability is going to be needed to persuade a customer into a phone you do have in
stock, and ensure they are going to keep it without returning it later.

You have full control over the inventory! Every day you must order new phones to keep your inventory fresh for the customers!
A new phone comes out that's a dud? Well you better discount it to get it off the shelves! As it stands right now there are 16
different phones for customers to choose, all from 8 different manufacturers divided up into three different OSs. There are

accessories made for each phone and the player can decide how hard they would like their game to be. The player can choose to
control all accessories down to which ones product by product, or if they don't like that amount of micromanagement they can

choose to instead just buy a bulk of accessories that work for every phone.

The customers come into the store, most with an idea of the type of phone they want. Customers can have their mind changed
on what to purchase, but if they don't like it they will come back and return their purchase. Each customer has their own unique
name and data to keep track of. Keep those customers happy and they will tell their friends about your location. Other customer
traffic is based on advertising campaigns that you as manager must select. Peak customer hours change frequently so you better

be on top of the schedule.

In the beginning you are running a small shop that can hold four employees. Two of them can be working at a time. There is one
opening shift and one closing shift. Don't neglect your workers by not scheduling them, and on the contrary don't over work

them. Doing these things might get them fed up just enough to quit! You must schedule your employees correctly from the time
they come in, to the time they break, to the time they leave. But be careful! Schedule breaks during peak customer times and the

employee might not get to break that day, resulting in a fine for you!

As you gain profits it is up to you to upgrade all the displays and looks around the store to drive up customer ratings, giving
more free word of mouth advertising which drives up revenue! You can upgrade individual displays as well as things like the

flooring, backroom and more! This isn't all for aesthetics. Customers like clean and modern stores! The better it looks, the more
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money they might be willing to spend!

 This game will be available for the PC, Mac OSX to start with a Linux build coming shortly. The Linux build is completed, I
just don't have the proper tools to test it thoroughly. It will be happening soon!
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store manager cellular edition

This is a Indie 2d Platform Puzzle Video Game

I like this game to begin with it;s like a Mario game...
It's have some good soundtracks.
Game has a very good tutorial how to play the game.
It's not a really hard game to learn and pickup.
Fun..... and gives you a good challange.

There are no achievment and some people will not like this.
For me not a must have.
It still haves trading cards... so you can make a badge !!

I give it a 7/10 score.. Who the hell thought that it would be a good idea to make a fighting game that used a keyboard as the
controller. That is (excuse my language) so f&@#ing impractical and unweildly. I don't care how unpopular it would make you,
but design the controls with some level of competence!. Fun and challenging puzzle game that focuses on logical and technical
puzzles. Give it a try. Worth your money!. I can't rate the game because I have not been able to play it so far.

Forgot to check the publisher, it comes from Ubi so you need their crapware to play. I tried to give it a chance since I enjoyed
the original from 20 years ago, however this time Uplay won.

Created my uPlay account, the login is crappy. I have wasted too much time resetting the password because it won't allow me in.

From now on I'll double check any game before purchase to make sure it's not from ubi.. A very fun and addictive seated VR
experience. The graphics are also surprisingly good. Recommend to anyone who loves puzzle games.. This is an incredible
game. The increased action and intensity is the perfect setting. I can't wait to see this game as a whole.
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Alright they removed megabots, they added this trash crate system, and the community is cancer. This game used to be fun.
Amazing! I really love how they have created a survival mode where you can play as any of the Allie humans. However, in this
Gamemode; You can change around your Primary Weapon and Secondary into a different weapon!(Including Throwing arms.)
For an example, My character has a Flamethrower without playing as Nigel. You also have more HP so you wont die as much as
you do(Not saying that you suck so hard, you die alot) in the normal shoot and kill gamemodes.

Definately amazing!
Have Fun!. This game chapter is a beautiful beginning to what could be the next Myst. The puzzles are intuitive and fun, the
graphics are highly polished and the hands-on interaction is natural. I really enjoyed this chapter and look forward to the next!.
What I like about this game is the realistic duplication of the curves and elevations on the #7 line. There are a few small errors,
like the end platform lights on the elevated stations are too new, and the elevators at Junction Blvd they didn't come until later. It
would be great if they had Citifield instead of Shea stadium and the R-62 trains with the LED local/express lights, not the old
red birds. The MTANY subway trains do not have a running light you turn on and off between stations, and only 3 positions of
motoring, not 4. Snow is great, but give those people some coats. I love the spooky missions, but that stuff should be for the
police not a motorman with only a flashlight. I give it 9 out of 10, too bad it doesn't go to 34th street and 10th Ave the last stop
now. Other than that I love it. Too much welding in the shop, which only happens as a emergency trip to the main shop in Coney
Island.. initially, the game looked good; even it is almost copy of history line 1914-1918 (in fact i prayed it is a good copy). it
has fashion type graphics and principally, the playability is good, challenging and requires a bit of a wit to win in later scenarios.
so, why do i quit playing it and do not recommend it? besides lousy unit descriptions (e.g. no range defined for ranged units), it
is problematic rules for movement of encircled units (they move too much), imperfect encircling rules generally (there are
possible setting which i evaluated as encirclement, but they in fact are not), no apparent terrain rules (except movement points
loss) + useless railroads (i have factory connected to rails and i cannot place a newly built train on it). these small imperfections
make the otherwise good game unplayable for me.. A simple game that is fun to play. Not sure how long I will play it for, mind.
Various game play scenarios try and add a bit of variety but, at the end of the day, you're just firing a bow and arrow. On the
plus side, it is better than most other offerings out there and expands on similar style found in The Lab's bow and arrow game.

Personal favourite is the ice-cream level, followed by the "paperboy" level. Additional mini-games, found within the games, are
mostly fun with only a couple of duds in there. Worth picking up if you have nothing else to play and fancy bow and arrow
shooting.. I find this game really difficult to get into. The tutorial is not comprehensive, and you're left wondering what to do.
The in-game help function is close to non-existent.. Not worth it. Battles are frustrating rather than fun. Wouldn't buy again.
Light on the comedy which made this game great. Waste of money.
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